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Abstract. Localizing persons and recognizing their actions from videos
is a challenging task towards high-level video understanding. Recent advances have been achieved by modeling either “actor-actor” or “actorcontext” relations. However, such direct first-order relations are not sufficient for localizing actions in complicated scenes. Some actors might be
indirectly related via objects or background context in the scene. Such
indirect relations are crucial for determining the action labels but are
mostly ignored by existing work. In this paper, we propose to explicitly
model the Actor-Context-Actor Relation, which can capture indirect high-order supportive information for effectively reasoning actors’
actions in complex scenes. To this end, we design an Actor-ContextActor Relation Network (ACAR-Net) which builds upon a novel Highorder Relation Reasoning Operator to model indirect relations for spatiotemporal action localization. Moreover, to allow utilizing more temporal contexts, we extend our framework with an Actor-Context Feature
Bank for reasoning long-range high-order relations. Extensive experiments on AVA dataset validate the effectiveness of our ACAR-Net. Ablation studies show advantages of modeling high-order relations over existing first-order relation reasoning methods. The proposed ACAR-Net
is also the core module of our 1st place solution in AVA-Kinetics
Crossover Challenge 2020. Training code and models will be available
at https://github.com/Siyu-C/ACAR-Net.
Keywords: spatio-temporal action localization, relation reasoning
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Introduction

Spatio-temporal action localization, requiring localizing persons while recognizing their actions, is an important task that has drawn increasing attention in
recent years [5, 6, 10, 25, 34]. Unlike object detection which can be accomplished
solely by observing visual appearances, activity recognition usually demands for
reasoning about the actors interactions with the surrounding context, including other people and objects. Take Fig. 1 as an example: to recognize the action
“ride” of the person in the red bounding box, we need to observe that he is inside
?
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Fig. 1. Reasonsing actor-context or actor-actor relations may not be sufficient for correctly predicting the action labels of all individuals. Our method does not only reason
relations between actors, but also model connections between different actor-context
relations. As an example, the relation between the blue actor and the steering wheel
(drive) serves as a crucial clue for recognizing the action being performed by the red
actor (ride).

a car, and there is a driver next to him. Therefore, recent progresses in spatiotemporal action detection have been driven by the success of relation modeling.
Such attempts on relation modeling can be categorized into two types:
(1) Modeling relation between actors [6, 34] focuses on interactions between persons, e.g. the relation between the actor in the red bounding box (red
actor) and the other in the blue bounding box (blue actor) in Fig. 1. These
methods take feature vectors extracted from cropped actor bounding boxes as
inputs. They utilize attention mechanisms to directly infer relations between actor features. However, this type of methods only use information within cropped
boxes, and discard important contextual information, such as spatio-temporal locations as well as contextual objects’ dynamics and appearances that are helpful
for more accurate reasoning.
(2) Modeling relation between actor and context [25], on the other
hand, leverages spatio-temporal context for recognizing the behavior of an actor. As shown in Fig. 1, it performs relation reasoning by identifying spatial
regions (e.g. steering wheel) that have highest correlation with the blue actor
to recognize his action. This type of methods do not explicitly model the relationship among actors. The advantage of these methods is that they preserve
structural information which could be important for understanding the entire
scene.
However, these two attempts will struggle on recognizing the action “ride”
being performed by the red actor, since neither of these relations (actor-actor
or actor-context) can provide sufficient clues. More concretely, in Fig. 1, it is
difficult to infer the action of the red actor solely given its relation with the blue
actor or with the scene context (steering wheel). To overcome this problem, we
propose to capture the implicit high-order relation between the two actors based
on their respective first-order relations with the context. In this way, we will be
able to identify the action (ride) of red actor by reasoning over the interaction
between the blue actor and the context (drive).
Given the need for high-order relation reasoning to understand videos, we
propose an Actor-Context-Actor Relation Network (ACAR-Net) that deduces
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indirect relations between multiple actors and the context while being trained
on the action localization task. The ACAR-Net takes both actor and context features as inputs. It first encodes the first-order actor-context relations, and then
applies a High-Order Relation Reasoning Operator in charge of modeling
links established on those first-order relations. Finally, to model long-term highorder relations, we build an Actor-Context Feature Bank, which contains
actor-context relations at different time stamps across the whole video.
ACAR-Net learns to reason high-order relations among actors and the context, while preserving the spatial structure of the scene. Partly similar to our
approach, there exist works that explicitly model interactions between actors and
objects [33, 42]. However, in these approaches, when deducing the action of one
person, the interactions of other persons with contextual objects are ignored. In
other words, they do not explicitly model the higher-order relations built on direct actor-context relations. In contrast, our method emphasizes modeling those
indirect relations, and does not need the extra step of object detection.
We conduct extensive experiments on the challenging Atomic Visual Actions
(AVA) dataset [10] for spatio-temporal action localization. This dataset contains
a large number of complex realistic scenes, and most of its action classes are
human-object or human-human interactions. We show that our proposed ACARNet provides a clear advantage over previous methods on this benchmark.
Our contributions are summarized as the following:
– We propose to model high-order actor-context-actor relations for spatiotemporal action localization. Such relations are mostly ignored by previous
methods but crucial for achieving accurate action localization.
– We propose a novel Actor-Context-Actor Relation Network for improving
spatio-temporal action localization by explicitly reasoning about high-order
relations between actors and the context.
– We achieve state-of-the-art performances with significant margins on the
AVA dataset.

2

Related Work

Action Recognition. Research works on action recognition generally fall into
three categories: action classification, temporal localization and spatio-temporal
localization. Early works mainly focus on classifying a short video clip into an
action class. 3D-CNN [1,27], two-stream network [23,30] and 2D-CNN with RNN
[4,41] are the three dominant network architectures adopted for this task. While
progresses are made for short trimmed video classification, the main research
stream moves forward to understand long untrimmed videos, which requires
not only to recognize the category of each action instance but also to locate
its start and end times. A handful of works [22, 38] consider this problem as a
detection problem in 1D temporal dimension by extending from object detection
frameworks.
Spatio-Temporal Action Localization. Recently, the problem of spatiotemporal action localization has drawn considerable attention of the research
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community , and datasets such as AVA [10], where atomic actions of all actors
in the video are continuously annotated, are introduced. It brings the action
detection problem into a finer level, since the action instance needs to be localized in both space and time. Typical approaches used by early works adopted
R-CNN detectors for object detection on 3D-CNN features [10]. Several more
recent works have exploited graph-structured networks to leverage contextual
information [6, 25, 42]. In particular, some approaches utilize the self-attention
mechanism to learn relationships among actors. Among them, Wu et al. [34]
proposed to use long-term feature banks (LFB) to provide temporal supportive
information up to 60s; ACRN [25] models relations between human actors and
scene elements through a relation network; Chen et al. [26] integrated a modified
graph attention network with an RNN to anticipate future actions, which is not
directly related to the task of spatio-temporal action localization,
Relational Reasoning. We propose a relational reasoning module to model and
learn the high-order relations between actors and the context. Our network is
able to automatically select links for aggregating informative context. Relational
reasoning has been adopted for a wide range of tasks in natural language processing and computer vision. The Transformer network [28] has become a dominant
architecture for modeling sequential data with the introduced scaled dot-product
attention mechanism. Similarly, Graph Attention Networks [29] and Non-local
Networks [32] also leverage attention mechanisms to capture dependencies between different entities. There have also been a lot of works on modeling relations
for recognizing human-human and human-object interactions [8,19,31]. Different
from our method, their approaches only focus on modeling relations for static
images, and require strong supervision such as annotations of objects or relations.

3

Method

In this section, we give a detailed description of our proposed Actor-ContextActor Relation Network (ACAR-Net). Existing works on spatio-temporal action
localization either model inter-actor relations or actor-context relations for tackling this problem, which are, however, insufficient for correctly classifying all
actions in a video clip. Our method ACAR-Net gives an efficient yet effective
algorithm to model and utilize the useful higher-order relations built upon the
basic actor-actor and actor-context relations for assisting action localization.
3.1

Overall Framework

We first introduce our overall framework for action localization, where our proposed ACAR-Net is its key module for high-order relation modeling to achieve
accurate action localization. The framework is designed to detect all persons in
an input video clip and predict their action labels.
As shown in Fig. 2, following state-of-the-art methods [5, 34, 35], we combine
an off-the-shelf person detector (e.g. Faster R-CNN [20]) with a video backbone
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Fig. 2. Overview of the action localization framework and our proposed ACAR-Net.
Note that (b) corresponds to details of the red module (ACAR-Net) in (a).

network (e.g. I3D [2]). In details, the detector operates on the center frame (i.e.
key frame) of the clip and obtains N detected actors. Such detected boxes are
duplicated to other frames of the clip. In the mean time, the backbone network
extracts a spatio-temporal feature volume from the input video clip. We perform average pooling along the temporal dimension considering computational
efficiency, which results in a feature map V ∈ RC×H×W , where C, H, W correspond to channel, height and width respectively. We apply RoIAlign [11] (7 × 7
spatial output) followed by spatial max pooling to the feature map V and the
N actor boxes, producing a series of N actor features, A1 , A2 , · · · , AN ∈ RC .
Each actor feature describes the spatio-temporal appearance and motion of one
Region of Interest (RoI).
The unique design of Actor-Context-Actor Relation Network, taken as a
module marked in red in Fig. 2 (a), is embedded into the whole framework.
This module takes the aforementioned video feature map V and RoI features
{Ai }N
i=1 as inputs, and outputs the final action predictions after relation reasoning. Our design can be summarized into two parts. (1) We first encode the
first-order actor-context relations between each actor and each spatial location of
the spatio-temporal context. Based on the actor-context relations, we further add
a High-order Relation Reasoning Operator (HR2 O) for modeling the connections established on first-order relations, which are indirect relations mostly
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ignored by previous methods. (2) Our reasoning module can be extended with an
Actor-Context Feature Bank (ACFB). The bank contains actor-context relations at different time stamps, so it can provide more complete spatio-temporal
context than the existing long-term feature bank [34] which only consists of features of actors. We will elaborate these two parts in the following sections.
In general, our high-order relation reasoning block is weakly-supervised, which
only requires action labels as supervision. Experimental results in Section 4
demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed reasoning module.
3.2

High-Order Relation Reasoning Operator

We begin with a brief review of the Actor-Centric Relation Network (ACRN)
[25]. ACRN learns first-order actor-context relations by combining RoI features
A1 , · · · , AN with the context feature V . More specifically, it concatenates each
actor feature Ai ∈ RC to all H × W spatial locations of the context feature V ∈
RC×H×W to form a concatenated feature map Fi0 ∈ R2C×H×W . Actor-context
relation features for each actor can then be encoded by applying convolutions to
this concatenated feature map.
ACRN only provides for each actor a spatial grid (H × W ) of first-order relation features with the context. However, as we introduced before, missing higherorder relation reasoning makes the framework incapable of predicting some comi
record the first-order feature between the actor Ai
plex action labels. Let Fx,y
and the scene context V at the spatial location (x, y). We introduce High-order
Relation Reasoning, in order to model the relations between first-order actorcontext relations, which are high-order relations encoding more informative scene
semantics. However, since there are a large number of actor-context relation feai
, i ∈ {1, · · · , N }, x ∈ [1, H], y ∈ [1, W ], the number of their possible
tures, Fx,y
pairwise combinations are generally overwhelming. We therefore propose to focus on learning the high-order relations between different actor-context relations
i
j
at the same spatial location (x, y), i.e. Fx,y
and Fx,y
. In this way, the proposed
relational reasoning operator limits the relation learning to second-order actorcontext-actor relations, i.e. two actors i and j can be associated via the same
spatial context as i ↔ (x, y) ↔ j to help the prediction of their action labels.
Instantiations. We investigate possible instantiations for our High-order Relation Reasoning Operator, denoted by HR2 O. The operator takes as input a
set of first-order actor-context relation feature maps F i , possibly as well as
the actor features Ai and the video feature map V . The output {H i }N
i=1 =
N
HR2 O({F i }N
,
{A
}
,
V
)
encodes
second-order
actor-context-actor
relations
i
i=1
i=1
for every actor. The high-order relation map H i will be spatially average-pooled,
and then channel-wise concatenated to the basic actor RoI feature vector Ai for
final classification. All relation vectors are of dimension d = 512 in our implementation.
Location-wise Attention. Our default HR2 O is a location-wise attention operator, which is natural for modeling the connections between multiple first-order
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Fig. 3. Design details of ACAR-Net. (a) Our modified non-local block design for
HR2 ONL . (b) Illustration of Actor-Context Feature Bank, where ACAR-Net* refers to
the first-order relation extraction part of our proposed module.

relations at the same spatial location. We use two specific implementations for
the location-wise attention. For efficiency, we by default perform 2×2 spatial max
pooling on the first-order relation maps before feeding them into our operator.
(1) HR2 ONL where the relation operator consists of up to three modified
non-local blocks [32] (see Fig. 3 (a)). Since we are operating on a spatial grid
of features, we replace the fully-connected layers in the non-local block with
convolutional layers, and the attention vector is computed separately at every
spatial location. Following [34], we also add layer normalization and dropout to
our modified non-local block for improving regularization.
(2) HR2 OGAttn where the attention is computed by a simpler graph attention mechanism [29]. In details, for calculating the attention map, we apply two
convolutional layers with concatenation in the middle, and then a LeakyReLU
activation as well as a Softmax function for normalization afterwards. The attention map is used as coefficients for a linear combination of the first-order
actor-context relations, which gives our desired second-order actor-context-actor
relations.

Relation Network. We also exploit a different instantiation HR2 ORN which directly encodes second-order actor-context-actor interaction features from actor
features {Ai }N
i=1 and the context feature V by a Relation Network [21]. More
specifically speaking, for two actors i and j, we tile the pair of actor features
[Ai , Aj ] to over the context feature map V , and then apply two convolutions
layers to reason relations from the actor-actor-context feature triplets. The highorder relation of an actor i is simply the average of all relations related to that
actor. This method can be computationally expensive when the number of actors
N is large, since the number of feature triplets depends on N 2 .
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Average. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the location-wise attention, we
also experiment on a simple instantiation HR2 Oavg which directly outputs the
average of all first-order relations.
3.3

Actor-Context Feature Bank

Inspired by the Long-term Feature Bank (LFB) [34], which creates a feature
bank over a large time span to facilitate first-order actor-actor relation reasoning across a long period of video, we consider creating an Actor-Context
Feature Bank Fbank which is built upon the first-relation features computed in
our ACAR-Net. Formally, Fbank = [F0 , F1 , · · · , FT −1 ], where Ft is the first-order
actor-context relation map extracted from a short video clip (∼ 2s) around time
t. As is illustrated in Fig. 3 (b), this bank of features is obtained by running an
independently trained ACAR-Net over the entire video at evenly spaced intervals
and saving the intermediate first-order relation maps. Different from the original
LFB, our relational feature preserves the spatial context information. Equipped
with such a relational feature bank, our ACAR-Net can leverage the High-order
Relation Reasoning Operator described in the section above for reasoning actorcontext-actor relations over a much longer time span, and thus better capture
what is happening in the entire video for achieving more accurate action localization at the current time stamp.
Implementation Details. We only experiment on ACFB with the HR2 ONL
instantiation. We stack two modified non-local blocks mentioned in Section 3.2.
We replace the self-attention mechanism in the HR2 O with an attention between
current and long-term actor-context relations.

4

Experiments

In this section, we evaluate our proposed ACAR-Net on the challenging AVA
dataset [10]. We first introduce some implementation details.
4.1

Implementation Details

Dataset. AVA is a video dataset of spatio-temporally localized atomic visual
actions. We use version 2.2 of this dataset by default. Its data source are 430 15minute movie clips. Actor box annotations and their corresponding action labels
are provided on key frames in these video clips with a stride of 1 second. This
dataset is challenging since movie scenes are often highly complex and contain
multiple actors, each of which may perform several atomic actions simultaneously. Following previous approaches, we only evaluate on 60 action classes, and
the performance metric is mean Average Precision (mAP) using a frame-level
IoU threshold of 0.5.
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Person Detector. As for person detection on key frames, we use pre-computed
human bounding box proposals from [34], which are generated by a Faster RCNN [20] with a ResNeXt-101-FPN [16, 37] backbone. The model is pre-trained
with Detectron [7] on ImageNet [3] and the COCO human keypoint images [17],
and then fine-tuned on the AVA dataset.
Backbone Network. We use SlowFast networks [5] as the backbone in our
localization framework, and we also increase the spatial resolution of res5 by 2×.
We carry out our ablation experiments using a SlowFast R50 instantiation with
input sampling T ×τ = 8×8 (without non-local) pre-trained on the Kinetics-400
dataset1 .
Training. We use per-class binary cross entropy loss as the training loss function. Since one person should only have one pose label, following [35], we apply a
softmax function instead of sigmoid to the logits corresponding to pose classes.
We train all models in an end-to-end fashion (except the feature bank part)
using synchronous SGD with a minibatch size of 32 clips. We freeze batch normalization layers in the backbone network. For models without ACFB, we train
for 35k steps with a base learning rate of 0.064, which is decreased by a factor
of 10 at iterations 33k and 34k. We find models with ACFB exhibit overfitting when using this 35k schedule, so we decrease the number of iterations for
training these models to 29k. We perform linear warm-up [9] during the first 6k
iterations. We use a weight decay of 10−7 and Nesterov momentum of 0.9. For
a video clip, we use 32 frames centered at the key frame as input, sampled with
a temporal stride of 2. In order to better preserve spatial structure, we do not
use spatial random cropping augmentation. Instead, we only scale the shorter
side of the input frames to 256 pixels, and zero pad the longer side to the same
size in order to simplify mini-batch training. We use both ground-truth boxes
and predicted human boxes with scores at least 0.9 for training. Following [34],
we assign labels of a ground-truth box to a predicted box if they overlap with
IoU at least 0.9. We use bounding box jittering augmentation, which randomly
perturbs box coordinates by a scale at most 7.5% relative to the original size of
the bounding box during training.
Inference. At test time, we use detected boxes with scores at least 0.85. We
scale the shorter side of input frames to 256 pixels, and apply the backbone
network fully-convolutionally.
4.2

Ablation and Validation Experiments

Relation Type. In order to show the importance of high-order relation reasoning, we performed experiments on different types of relation modeling applied to
1

This pre-trained SlowFast R50 model is downloaded from the repository at https:
//github.com/facebookresearch/SlowFast. The SlowFast R101+NL pre-trained
on Kinetics-600 mentioned below can also be found in this repository.
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3D-CNN
Actor-Actor
Actor-Context
HR2 O

mAP
25.39
26.10
26.71
27.83

(a) Relation Type

Actor First
Context First

mAP
26.91
27.54

(d) Relation Order

Avg
RN
GAttn
NL

mAP
26.97
27.18
27.25
27.54

Global Pool
Pool 4x4
Pool 2x2 (default)
No Pool

(b) HR2 O Type

HR2 ONL -1L
HR2 ONL -2L
HR2 ONL -3L

mAP
27.31
27.51
27.54
27.63

(c) Input Structure
mAP
27.54
27.83
27.25

(e) NL Depth

3D-CNN
LFB
ACFB

mAP
25.39
27.49
28.84

(f) Feature Bank

Table 1. AVA ablations. 3D-CNN: a simple linear classifier after the backbone network and RoIAlign; LFB: Feature Bank Operator (FBO) with a long-term feature
bank; ACFB: our proposed High-order Relation Reasoning Operator (HR2 O) with an
Actor-Context Feature Bank. The results demonstrate that high-order relation reasoning is beneficial, and also validate various design choices of our operator.

the same backbone network. As listed in Table 1a, our proposed Actor-ContextActor relation significantly improves over the baseline methods. We observe that
adding context (Actor-Context) performs better than the Actor-Actor relation,
yet our high-order relation still outperforms both types of first-order relations
by a considerable margin.
HR2 O Function Design. We tested different instantiations of the High-order
Relation Reasoning Operator described in Section 3.2. We only use 1-layer version of the location-wise attention instantiations for comparison. We can see
from Table 1b that two location-wise attention mechanisms (GAttn and NL)
work better than the simple average (Avg). In addition, the instantiation with
relation network (RN) also performs well. Nonetheless, we select the NL instantiation as our default choice, because it is computationally lighter than RN which
introduces feature triplets, and its performance is relatively better.
Input Structure. We investigate several max pooling strategies applied on the
first-order relation maps which are inputs to our HR2 O. As shown in Table 1c,
preserving more spatial structure leads to a bit better performance. Considering
efficiency, we choose 2 × 2 max pooling as the default setting.
Relation Ordering. There are two possible orders for reasoning actor-contextactor relations - aggregating actor-actor relations first or encoding actor-context
relations first. Note that our ACAR-Net is designed according to the latter order.
We implemented the former order by performing self-attention over actor features before incorporating context features. The results in Table 1d validate that
the latter order is indeed better than the former one, suggesting that context
information be introduced earlier for better relation reasoning.
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Fig. 4. Impact of High-order Relation Reasoning. We compare on AVA per-class
AP between the 3D-CNN baseline (25.39 mAP) and our ACAR-Net (27.83 mAP).

Fig. 5. Gain in mAP on three super-classes. Our ACAR-Net consistently outperforms first-order relation reasoning methods, and adding ACFB gives performances
surpassing LFB on all three super-classes, especially on the interaction classes.

Deeper HR2 O. In Table 1e, we observe that stacking two modified non-local
blocks in HR2 ONL gives higher mAP than the one-layer version, yet adding one
more non-local block produces worse performance possibly due to overfitting.
Note that the number (27.83) recorded in Table 1a corresponds to the bestperforming two-layer setting.
Actor-Context Feature Bank. In this set of experiments, we show the effectiveness of ACFB introduced in Section 3.3. Our ACFB contains first-order
actor-context relational features from 19 consecutive clips spanning 21 seconds.
Compared to previous experiments, adding an ACFB to our ACAR-Net offers
another significant boost in performance (27.83 → 28.84). Moreover, as a comparison to our method, we also experimented on the long-term feature bank
(LFB) [34] using the same backbone (SlowFast R50) and training schedule, under its default 2-layer setting with a temporal support of 60 seconds. As presented
in Table 1f, ACFB with HR2 O is capable of outperforming LFB even if the latter
has longer temporal support. This again highlights the importance of contextual
information and high-order relation reasoning.
Category Analysis. In Fig. 4, we compare per-class performances of our ACARNet to the 3D-CNN baseline. The class categories are sorted in descending order
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model
I3D [10]
ACRN, S3D [25]
STEP, I3D [39]
RTPR [15]
Action Transformer, I3D [6]
LFB, R50+NL [34]
LFB, R101+NL [34]
SlowFast, R50, 8 × 8 [5]
SlowFast, R101, 8 × 8 [5]
AVSlowFast, R101, 8 × 8 [36]
Ours, R50, 8 × 8
Ours+ACFB, R50, 8 × 8
AVSlowFast, R101, 8 × 8 [36]
SlowFast, R101+NL, 8 × 8 [5]
SlowFast, R101+NL, 16 × 8 [5]
Ours, R101+NL, 8 × 8
Ours+ACFB, R101+NL, 8 × 8
Ours+ACFB, R101, 8 × 8

inputs AVA
pre-train
V+F
Kinetics-400
V+F
Kinetics-400
V+F
Kinetics-400
V+F
ImageNet
V
Kinetics-400
V
Kinetics-400
v2.1
V
Kinetics-400
V
Kinetics-400
V
Kinetics-400
A+V
Kinetics-400
V
Kinetics-400
V
Kinetics-400
A+V
Kinetics-400
V
Kinetics-600
V
Kinetics-600
v2.2
V
Kinetics-600
V
Kinetics-600
V
Kinetics-700

val mAP
15.6
17.4
18.6
22.3
25.0
25.8
27.4
24.8
26.3
27.8
27.2
28.3
28.6
29.0
29.8
30.3
31.4
32.8

Table 2. Comparison with the state-of-the-art on AVA. Note that we do not
include results tested with multiple scales and flips.

according the number of training samples. We can observe that adding highorder relation reasoning brings benefit to most of the categories (53/60).
All action classes of the AVA dataset can be categorized into three superclasses: poses (e.g. stand, sit, walk), human-object interactions (e.g. read, eat,
drive) and human-human interactions (e.g. talk, listen, hug). Fig. 5 compares
the absolute gain with respect to the 3D-CNN baseline in terms of mAP on
these super-classes. We can see that our high-order relation reasoning brings
most benefit in the human-human interaction super-class compared to the two
first-order relations, which is consistent with our motivation to model indirect
relations between actors. It is also worth mentioning that with only 32 input
frames spanning ∼2s, our ACAR-Net is able to excel the performance of LFB
with 60s of temporal support on two interaction super-classes. Furthermore, once
equipped with our ACFB, our model performs even better on those interaction
classes, and can match the performance of LFB on the pose super-class.
Advanced Backbones. We replace the SlowFast R50 backbone with a SlowFast
R101+NL instantiation pre-trained on Kinetics-600. With this more advanced
backbone, our ACAR-Net with HR2 ONL reaches 30.3 mAP. We also find that
adding ACFB brings a similar performance gain (30.3 → 31.4). In addition,
we also experimented with a SlowFast R101 backbone (without non-local) pretrained on the Kinetics-700 dataset, which gives even higher mAP (32.8) with
our proposed method. The results are listed in Table 2.
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Fig. 6. CAM on high-order relation maps. We only show the heat map corresponding to the red bounding box in each frame. The action labels in correspondence
to the heat maps are given below.

Comparison with the State-of-the-Art. We compare our results with stateof-the-art methods on the AVA validation set in Table 2. For comparing with
some earlier works, we also used version 2.1 of the AVA dataset to train our
ACAR-Net as well as its extension with ACFB on the SlowFast R50 backbone.
Our best model with ACFB only dropped 0.5 mAP (28.84 → 28.34) compared
to the result on AVA v2.2, showing the robustness of our proposed model against
less consistent annotations. This model with 28.3 mAP surpasses all prior results with Kinetics-400 pre-training on AVA v2.1. On the other hand, with AVA
v2.2, more advanced backbones and finer pre-training, our ACAR-Net with
ACFB achieves 32.8 mAP with only single-scale testing, establishing a new
state-of-the-art on AVA.
4.3

Qualitative Results

In order to verify the relations learned by our model, we leverage Class Activation
Mapping (CAM) [43] to visualize the relation map generated by our High-order
Relation Reasoning Operator which contributed most to correct classification. In
Fig. 6, we show the heat map corresponding to one actor bounding box (marked
in red) on each of the sampled key frames. We observe that our model mainly
pays attention to actors and objects that are relevant to the action label.
In Fig. 7 and 8, we compare predictions made by our models and baseline
methods. The examples show some positive signs that our models can utilize the
spatio-temporal context to reason about indirect and high-order relations. In the
first rows of the two figures, it is hard to predict the “ride” labels solely based
on the actor bounding boxes, and the baselines utilizing only first-order relations all failed. Yet our models took into account context information, especially
the temporal context from previous frames in Fig. 8, and successfully predicted
“ride” with relatively high confidence. From the second row of Fig. 7, we can
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Actor-actor
Actor-context
ACAR:
Labels:

Actor-actor
Actor-context
ACAR:
Labels:

[0.99] sit, [0.81] drive
[0.97] sit, [0.76] drive
[0.99] sit, [0.92] drive, [0.51] listen to
drive, sit

[0.6] sit, [0.77] touch, [0.43] carry, [0.98] talk to, [0.96] watch
[0.89] sit, [0.74] carry, [0.73] touch, [0.93] talk to, [0.79] watch
[0.95] sit, [0.68] touch, [0.24] carry, [0.99] talk to
eat, carry, sit

[0.44] sit, [0.65] touch, [0.27] talk to
[0.75] sit, [0.84] touch, [0.43] talk to
[0.86] sit, [0.7] ride, [0.53] talk to
ride, sit

[0.99] sit, [0.59] touch, [0.99] listen to, [0.94] watch
[0.9] bend [0.87] touch [0.73] eat [0.82] listen to
0.95] sit, [0.6] touch, [0.99] listen to, [0.85] watch
0.82] bend, [0.77] touch, [0.55] listen to
[0.97] sit, [0.79] touch, [0.3] eat, [0.97] listen to [0.91] watch [0.85] sit, [0.89] eat, [0.8] touch, [0.97] listen to
sit, listen to, watch
eat, carry sit

Fig. 7. Example predictions on AVA. We compare our ACAR-Net with two firstorder relations.

LFB:
ACFB:
Labels:

[0.60] sit, [0.16] ride, [0.32] watch
[0.81] sit, [0.86] ride, [0.55] listen to
sit, ride, listen to

LFB:
ACFB:
Labels:

[0.45] walk, [0.5] talk to, [0.41] watch
[0.47] sit, [0.69] ride, [0.73] talk to, [0.46] watch
sit, ride, talk to, watch

[0.59] sit
[0.73] crouch, [0.83] watch, [0.61] carry
stand, watch

Fig. 8. Example predictions on AVA. We make comparison between our model
with ACFB and the LFB baseline.

see that our ACAR-Net gives the little girl the label “eat”, although it does not
appear in the ground-truth labels, and there is no direct evidence that the girl is
eating. This interesting result may be due to our high-order relation reasoning.
As for the second example in Fig. 8, there is only one woman in the key frame,
yet after seeing the longer temporal context where the man on a horse appears,
our model gives the correct label “watch” with high confidence.

5

Conclusion

Given the high complexity of realistic scenes encountered in the spatio-temporal
aciton localization task which involve multiple actors and a large variety of contextual objects, we observe the demand for a more sophisticated form of relation
reasoning than current ones which often miss important hints for recognizing
actions. Therefore, we introduce the concept of modeling the higher-order actorcontext-actor relations, which are relations between two actors based on their
interactions with the context. We propose Actor-Context-Actor Relation Network for explicitly modeling such indirect relations. Extensive experiments on
the action localization task show our ACAR-Net with high-order relation reasoning in videos leads to a significant performance gain and achieves state-of-the-art
results on the challenging AVA dataset.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Experiments on UCF101-24

We further demonstrate the effectiveness of our design by evaluating it on another action localization dataset, UCF101-24.
model
MR-TS [18]
PntMatch [40]
T-CNN [12]
ACT [13]
STEP [39]
I3D [10]
YOWO [14]
SlowOnly R50, 8 × 2
Ours, SlowOnly R50, 8 × 2
SlowFast R50, 8 × 4
Ours, SlowFast R50, 8 × 4

mAP
65.7
67.0
67.3
69.5
75.0
76.3
87.2
88.5
90.3
90.5
93.0

Table 3. Comparison with previous works on UCF101-24.

Dataset. UCF101-24 is a subset of UCF101 [24]. It contains spatio-temporal
annotations on 24 action classes. Following previous works, we experiment on
the first split and report frame-mAP under IoU threshold of 0.5.
Implementation Details. We use two different backbones: a SlowOnly R50
8 × 2 and a SlowFast R50 8 × 4, both pre-trained on Kinetics-400. We use the
person detector from [14]. The SlowOnly backbone takes as input 8 frames with
a temporal stride of 2, and the fast branch of the SlowFast backbone uses 32
continuous frames.
For training, we use standard cross entropy loss. We train all the models endto-end for 5.4k iterations with a base learning rate of 0.002, which is decreased
by a factor of 10 at iterations 4.9k and 5.1k. We perform linear warm-up during
the first quarter of the training schedule. We only use ground-truth boxes for
training. For inference, we use all boxes given by the detector. Other hyperparameters are the same as the experiments on AVA.
Results. As shown in Table 3, our proposed ACAR-Net consistently improves
the two 3D-CNN baselines by large margins, which again indicates the importance of high-order relation reasoning.
A.2

Additional Experiments on AVA

We also tried an advanced backbone on AVA v2.1, which is a SlowFast R101
instantiation (without non-local) pre-trained on Kinetics-400. The results are
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presented in Table 4. Our best model with ACFB (30.0 mAP) achieves a +3.7
mAP increase (14.1% relative improvement) compared to the 3D-CNN baseline
provided by [5].

model
SlowFast, R101, 8 × 8 [5]
AVSlowFast, R101+NL, 8 × 8 [36]
Ours, R101, 8 × 8
Ours+ACFB, R101, 8 × 8

inputs AVA
pre-train
V
Kinetics-400
A+V
Kinetics-400
v2.1
V
Kinetics-400
V
Kinetics-400

val mAP
26.3
27.8
28.1
30.0

Table 4. Comparison with the state-of-the-art on AVA v2.1.

A.3

Pre-training on Kinetics

In our experiments, we used two SlowFast R101 models pre-trained on Kinetics400 and 700 respectively. Other pre-trained models are already available online.
We give some details on the pre-training in this section.
For pre-training on Kinetics-400, we use synchronous SGD with a minibatch
size of 256. We train for 196 epochs with a base learning rate of 0.4. Other settings
are the same as [5]. The model at convergence gives 76.6% top-1 accuracy on the
validation set. As for Kinetics-700, we use the same batch size, yet the training
schedule is extended to 288 epochs with a base learning rate of 0.115. The model
at convergence gives 69.6% top-1 accuracy on the validation set.

